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I. Introduction
The print distribution market is evolving. That much is apparent. The real
questions concern how quickly this sector is changing and how print
distributors should respond.

Whenever such a situation arises in a given sector, company leaders inevitably
feel pressure to be proactive and get out in front of industry trends. This
is undoubtedly true when it comes to print distributors and the role that
transactional-based products including business forms and checks can and
should play. Many industry observers and associations have put forth the notion
that this sector is moving away from traditional forms, and that distributors in
this area need to quickly follow suit in order to remain relevant and profitable in
the near future.

However, a compelling case can be made that print distributors have actually
gone too far in this direction. Business leaders have effectively overcompensated,
largely abandoning transactional products as a core component of their offering.
As a result, distributors are missing out on a tremendous amount of value – and
creating major opportunities for their competitors.

This white paper will take a closer look at why print distributors are making a
mistake when they abandon proactively selling business forms altogether, as
well as highlighting how firms in this space can refine their strategies to take
advantage of the value that business forms products still have to offer.

II. Mistaken impressions
First and foremost, it is necessary to acknowledge that many of the predictions
regarding business forms’ decline in importance were not created arbitrarily.
There is indeed reason to believe that the industry as a whole can no longer
depend as heavily on this segment today as it has in years past. Furthermore, it
seems likely that this trend will continue.
Yet this is not the same as decreeing that transactional forms products are no
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longer a legitimate source of revenue for print distributors. Considering the
nature of attention paid to the issue by industry associations, however, it is easy
to see why many print distributors have come to this conclusion. Associations
regularly harp on this issue, pushing the narrative that print distributors need to
become marketing service providers and that business forms belong to the past
– not the future. Additionally, they say that print distributors absolutely need to
update their business models to move away from the operations area and into
the marketing department if they want to continue to survive and thrive.

Surveys demonstrate that this message has taken root. In the
2015 PSDA Distributor Benchmark Study, only 6 percent of participating
distributors predicted that business forms and traditional printed products would
see growth in the coming years. Instead, these companies focused the majority
of their attention on what were seen as up-and-coming product segments,
including promotional products, commercial printing and tech services.

III. Hidden value – Why Sell Forms and
Other Transactional Documents
There are 3 key reasons why distributors may want to consider selling more
forms and transactional documents:
1 . The Highest Profit Distributors Sell the Highest Amount of Forms
and Other Transactional Documents
These dim views of the importance of transactional forms for print
distributors would be easier to fathom if not for another finding in
the PSDA Benchmark study: The continued profitability of this business
segment. The study found that forms, documents and other traditional
business print product sales account for nearly 30 percent of net revenue
for the typical distributor. Among high-profit distributors – defined as
companies with a profit before taxes percentage in the top quartile of
all participating firms – transactional forms and documents account for
about 40 percent of net revenue. The profit before tax of these high-profit
distributors was 13.5% vs 2.2% for the average distributor. This is worth
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repeating: The profit before tax of these high-profit distributors was 13.5%
vs 2.2% for the average distributor. These high profit distributors were
more than 6x as profitable as the average distributor and sold more than
30% more forms and transactional documents than the average distributor.
Therefore, selling transactional forms and documents should be a priority
in order to achieve best-in-class profits.

Considering the fact that business forms account for such a large portion
of print distributors’ revenue, and an even greater percentage among
high-profit firms, it’s clear to see that this remains a very valuable, viable
business segment. This does not necessarily mean that this will always be
the case, of course. Yet the sheer scope of these numbers should be seen
as powerful evidence that the move away from transactional forms, if it’s
to occur at all, should be a gradual process. Instead, the common view
seems to be that this business is close to drying up and now is the time for
distributors to focus elsewhere.
2. Business Forms and Transactional Products are Highly Repeatable
What’s more, business forms are inherently more profitable than many
other segments of the print distribution industry. Transactional products,
including forms, tags, shipping labels, tickets and much more, are highly
repeatable – there’s no need for the company to develop customized
graphics each and every time a client reorders, as is frequently the case
with marketing and other promotional materials. Distributors can fulfill
exact repeat orders with less cost, and each one will have a tremendous
profit margin built in. In fact, the repeat order is the single most profitable
element in the print service industry.
3. The Repeatability of Forms and Other Transactional Documents
Leverages the Organization’s and the Salesperson’s Time
Another key reason why transactional forms can deliver so much value
is that they offer leverage. These repeat orders are not just profitable –
they are also simple and easy to fulfill. This frees up print distributor sales
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representatives and other personnel to devote their time to other areas,
including new sales opportunities and internal marketing strategies. Sales
personnel can travel to make sales calls while a trusted support team
continues to fill repeat orders back in the office without any disruption
or delays for existing clients. With many distributors, customers can also
enter repeat orders on the web thereby decreasing costs further and
increasing profits.

Any print distributor, be they up-and-coming or well-established, can therefore
expect to see intensely positive results if they go against this prevailing mindset
and instead take advantage of these transactional business opportunities in the
operations area of the customer’s organization. Demand for business forms
may not be waning nearly as quickly as prominent printing associations and
other industry opinion-shapers claim, and this remains an incredibly profitable
business segment in the print industry.

However, in order to enjoy these benefits, print distributors need to understand
how to thrive under this business model. There is no doubt that focusing on
traditional forms can deliver major revenue, but this is only true when the firms’
sales representatives know where to look and how to achieve it.

IV. The business model
Here is a strategic plan of action to increase forms and transactional document
revenue and, in turn, profitability.

With that in mind, below is a brief guide for print distributors looking to harness
the profits and leverage those repeatable transactions that forms business has
to offer. There are three areas of focus: who to call on, what products to sell
and what applications to sell.
1. Who to Call on:
Look for small, underserved clients: Companies that are small, successful
and not on Main Street are often underserved and eager for transactional
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form printing services. These businesses should not be tiny or homebased, but instead feature a minimum of 20 employees and between $5
million and $100 million in sales. Such companies are a little bit harder to
find, and distributors may need to venture into less-than-idyllic parts of
town, but these firms will frequently become long-term, loyal customers.
Look for Industries/Companies that have lots of transactions and invoices
Aim for family businesses: Family businesses tend to hang on to
older technologies, including pre-printed forms, longer than other
types of organizations, which makes these firms invaluable clients for
print distributors.
Call on the right decision maker: Depending on the size of the company
buyers could be the office manager, accounting manager, IT manager,
human resource manager, production manager or the General Manager
to name a few.
Avoid marketers and purchasing personnel: Both marketers and
purchasers will have demands and requirements that can dilute a print
distributor’s focus on finding transactional business opportunities. By
avoiding these groups, a firm will be better able to secure the profitable,
repeatable orders highlighted above.
Focus on Operations: This not only leads to business forms opportunities
but to other transactional products such as labels, envelopes, tags and
utility commercial printing that are highly repeatable.
Niches are key: Niche businesses are generally more likely to require
transactional products of some form or another, so these represent
an important potential client base. Because of their specialized
focus, these firms are likely to stick to their existing forms for long
durations without worrying about upgrading or tweaking their items.
Actually search: The only way to find these types of business
opportunities is physically go out and look for them. By traveling to
underserved areas, searching for companies that satisfy these descriptions
and actually meeting with decision-makers face-to-face, print sales
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representatives will find far more success than they ever could while
relying on less personal methods.
2. What Products to Sell
Focus on repeatability: As made clear above, the potential for repeat
orders is one of the most compelling arguments in favor of focusing on
business forms and other transactional products. Print distributor leaders
should therefore jump at any opportunity that suggests a need for repeat
orders, even if it is a very small purchase. Fulfilling these orders can create
a strong client relationship, and they offer ongoing, steady profitability
even at a small scale.
Products include:
Unit Sets
Continuous Forms
Cut Sheet Forms
Labels
Utility commercial printing
What Applications to Sell:
Invoices
Purchase Orders
Checks
Statements
Material Requisitions
Wraparound books (aka salesbooks)
Value-added products such as bar coding on forms
Industrial labels
Benefits booklets
Company Handbooks
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V. Conclusion
Print associations and publications have adopted a definitive, alarmist message
when it comes to focusing too heavily on transactional products including
business forms. That message: Transactional-based forms are a business for the
past, and distributors need to focus on integrated marketing services as soon as
possible if they want to survive.

But as a relatively small number of print distributors continue to demonstrate,
that is simply not the case. These companies will thrive by focusing on highly
repeatable transactional forms orders, which offer tremendous profit margins
and require minimal time or effort to fulfill. Today, there is plenty of room for
other print distributors to follow their lead, and to enjoy major success both
now and well into the future.
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